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Abstract: Information-centric networking (ICN) is an emerging network architecture that has the
potential to address low-transmission latency and high-reliability requirements in the fifth generation
and beyond communication networks (5G/B5G). In the ICN architectures that use the identifier–
locator separation mode, a name resolution system (NRS) is an important infrastructure for managing
and maintaining the mappings between identifiers and locators. To meet the demands of timesensitive applications, researchers have developed a distributed local NRS that can provide name
resolution service within deterministic latency, which means it can respond to a name resolution
request within a latency upper bound. However, processing name resolution requests only locally
cannot take full advantage of the potential of the distributed local NRS. In this paper, we propose a
name resolution approach, called adjacency-information-entropy-based cooperative name resolution
(ACNR). In ACNR, when a name resolution node receives a name resolution request from a user,
it can use neighboring name resolution nodes to respond to this request in a parallel processing
manner. For this purpose, ACNR uses the information entropy that takes into account the adjacency
and latency between name resolution nodes to describe the local structure of nodes efficiently. The
proposed approach is extensively validated on simulated networks. Compared with several other
approaches, the experiment results show that ACNR can discover more cooperative neighbors in a
reasonable communication overhead, and achieve a higher name resolution success rate.
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1. Introduction

with regard to jurisdictional claims in

In recent years, with the rapid development of emerging network applications, such
as industrial Internet of Things (IoT), intelligent transportation, and telemedicine [1,2],
higher demands have been placed on the quality of services (QoS) provided by the network.
The demands include higher data transmission rates, lower response latency, and better
reliability. The fifth generation (5G) and beyond 5G (B5G) communication networks
technologies aim to address these performance requirements [3–5].
However, the currently widely used internet protocol (IP) network architecture was
designed for a host-to-host communication model using a best-effort transmission model.
Its data transmission function mainly relies on the endpoint hosts with limited performance,
which fails to take full use of the network’s ability. Therefore, it is difficult for IP architecture
to meet the forwarding demands of ultra-low latency and ultra-high reliability [6]. Moreover, IP architecture uses IP address both as an identifier for the host and as a locator for
routing and forwarding data. The coupling of identifier and locator is the main reason that
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severely limits the breakthrough of IP architecture in terms of transmission performance,
scalability, security, and mobility support [7,8].
Therefore, using the existing IP architecture directly for 5G/B5G will bring bottlenecks
to performance breakthroughs. Information-centric networking (ICN) [9–11] has emerged
as a new network architecture dedicated to improving the performance of the network.
Compared with IP architecture, ICN uses an information-centric communication model that
enables the separation of content from its server location. ICN can take full advantage of the
potential capabilities of the network. The ICN network devices have storage capabilities that
can cache content replicas and effectively decouple the interaction between content senders
and receivers. ICN also brings up several characteristics such as mobility support, built-in
multicast delivery, and inherent security [12], allowing users to obtain content simply,
efficiently, and safely. These new characteristics mean that ICN has the potential to provide
better network service quality in 5G/B5G networks and bring ICN to widespread attention.
According to the mode of routing and forwarding, ICN architectures can be mainly
classified into two categories. One is the identifier-based routing mode, which uses hierarchical content identifiers and aggregates routing information and packet forwarding are
according to the hierarchical characteristic, such as content-centric network (CCN) [13] and
named data networking (NDN) [14]. The other is the identifier–locator separation mode, in
which the identifier and locator are separated into two different namespaces. Users first
obtain the locator corresponding to the identifier in the network and then route the data
according to the locator. Such ICN architectures include data-oriented network architecture (DONA) [15], MobilityFirst (MF) [16], publish–subscribe internet routing paradigm
(PSIRP) [17], network of information (NetInf) [18], and on-site, elastic, autonomous network
(SEANet) [11]. The identifier–locator separation mode has gained wide acceptance due to
its better scalability and better compatibility with existing IP architecture.
Name resolution system (NRS) is an important infrastructure that provides storage and
name resolution services for identifier and locator mapping pair in the identifier–locator
separation mode. Content delivery cannot be achieved unless the name resolution process
is completed. Every ICN architecture provides its implementation of NRS. DONA and
MobilityFirst both manage the mappings of identifiers and locators through global NRSs.
PSIRP manages information naming, route addressing, and mapping through a hierarchical
distributed hash table (DHT). NetInf uses a nested NRS, based on multi-layer DHT to query
name mapping records through a combination of global NRS and local NRS. The global
NRS is more concerned with the availability and full searchability of name resolution. To
support the name resolution requirements of latency-sensitive applications in 5G/B5G
scenarios, such as ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLC), it is necessary
to provide the deterministic response latency of name resolution. It is the key to the QoS of
NRS, and the related research is very challenging.
SEANet [11] is a novel ICN architecture based on the identifier–locator separation
mode. It uses a combination of a global naming and mapping system (GNMRS) and a local
naming and mapping system (LNMRS). GNMRS is a general global information service
system, which mainly guarantees the full storage of identifier–locator mapping records
of the whole network and also ensures the searchability of name resolution. LNMRS is
a distributed autonomous system deployed at the edge of the network near users and
provides immediate name resolution service. It divides the resolution region into multiple
levels according to the communication latency constraint between name resolution nodes
and between the nodes and users, and its hierarchical nested structure can provide users
with name resolution service with the upper bound of response latency at different levels.
The main principle of the local NRS is to make use of the local characteristics of name
resolution requests in the network to provide immediate name resolution responses to
nearby users [19]. However, unlike the full searchability service provided by the global
NRS, the local NRS cannot guarantee that there will be available addresses in the response
messages returned to users, since the name mapping may not be stored in this local name
resolution node. A name resolution request in LNMRS [11] is restricted to a corresponding
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name resolution node to ensure deterministic response latency. This method needs to be
improved because the constraint is strict, and the name resolution success rate is not ideal.
Once local name resolution fails, users have to access the global NRS, and the QoS will
inevitably degrade.
In LNMRS, each service level is divided into several name resolution regions according
to the latency upper bound. The name resolution node in each region provides name
resolution services only for users in this region. In this paper, we explore the benefits of the
proximity between name resolution nodes and propose Adjacency-information-entropybased cooperative name resolution (ACNR) approach. In ACNR, name resolution nodes
can use their neighboring name resolution nodes to respond to users’ name resolution
requests in a parallel processing manner. It expands the name mapping search range within
the limit of latency constraint and improves the name resolution success rate. In existing
neighbor cooperation approaches, there is a trade-off between neighbor discovery efficiency
and the search message overhead. Additionally, the name resolution node cannot know the
neighbors’ structures well, so it is easy to cause extra cooperation burden for the neighbor,
but the overall name resolution benefit is low. ACNR leads into the information entropy
of adjacency in neighborhood management, which helps to quantify the system structure
more accurately and optimize the discovery and usage strategy of neighborhoods. The
main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1.

2.

3.

We designed a neighbor cooperative name resolution approach for NRS in ICN, including discovery, usage, and maintenance of nodes’ neighbor relationships, which can
fully exploit the potential of name resolution nodes while reserving the deterministic
latency characteristic.
We extended the concept of adjacency information entropy in networks with transmission latency constraint and applied it to the neighbor discovery and the name resolution
cooperation in ACNR, to quantify and use the system structure more accurately.
We conducted experiments on simulated networks to measure the performance of
the proposed approach. We compared it with several other neighbor cooperation approaches, and the experimental results show that ACNR can discover more neighbors
and achieve a better name resolution success rate.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review related work on NRS
architecture and neighbor cooperation approaches in distributed systems in Section 2.
Section 3 describes the model of LNMRS, and the fundamental theory used in this paper.
In Section 4, the ACNR approach is described in detail; then, we evaluate and discuss
the performance of the proposed approach through comparative experiments in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 concludes our work.
2. Related Work
2.1. Name Resolution System
In this paper, we focus on the NRS of the ICN architectures which use identifier–
locator separation mode, where name resolution and routing are decoupled into two steps.
The user first sends a name resolution request to an NRS to find a locator mapped by the
identifier and then uses this locator for routing and forwarding.
The NRS is the core infrastructure in ICN, and its structure is crucial and directly
affects the capabilities and efficiency of name resolution in ICN. Distributed hash table
(DHT) is a widely applied, distributed storage algorithm due to its logarithmic scalability,
robustness, and resilience. In studies [20,21], the authors applied DHT to their structures
design of NRS and the selection of locations for name mapping records storing, based
on chord [22] and content-addressable network [23], respectively. In MobilityFirst [16],
the authors designed a global NRS with a one-hop DHT scheme to achieve the dynamic
binding of identifiers and locators. An inherent problem of DHT is the non-location-aware
characteristic. The path of name resolution queries is relatively long and the upper bound
of the resolution latency is difficult to guarantee [24]. As improvements, some researchers
have proposed hierarchical NRS architectures to overcome this deficiency. NetInf proposes
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a multi-level DHT (MDHT) [25], which constructs a hierarchical DHT based on different
name resolution domains, using a traditional DHT within a domain and a hierarchical
structure to aggregate individual DHTs among domains. Name mappings are published
to the local resolution domain and the corresponding upper-level domain, and the query
is performed in the direction from low to high. The hierarchical NRS architecture is
also used in PSIRP, DHT-NRS [26], and scalable multi-level virtual distributed hash table
(SMVDHT) [27]. In addition, some researchers use a tree as the structure of NRS. Sun et al.
proposed a flat name-based ICN NRS called Griffin [28], where the name resolution is
mapped to a tree-based T-space derived from the network topology, providing efficient
name resolution with a more explicit query path compared with DHT schemes. Louati
et al. proposed Ftree [29], which tries to avoid accessing the root node and only stores
name records in its leaf nodes to achieve fast and proximal name resolution. The tree
structure considers proximity among name resolution nodes and reduces query path length.
The tree-based NRS architecture is also used in data-oriented networking architecture
(DONA) [15], B-NRS [30] in ID-based networking architecture [31], and the dynamic name
resolution mechanism (DNRM), proposed by Hassan et al. in [32].
The above-mentioned architectures are primarily concerned with scalability issues.
There is little discussion on how to use an NRS to provide name resolution service within
a deterministic transmission latency. However, this problem is a key requirement and is
a challenge for ICN to effectively support new scenarios of 5G/B5G, such as industrial
control and IoT.
2.2. NRS in SEANet
SEANet uses a combination of GNMRS and LNMRS. GNMRS is a general global
information service system, which is usually deployed in the cloud and can also be realized
in the network. It mainly guarantees the full storage of identifier–locator mapping records
of the whole network, and ensures the searchability of name resolution. LNMRS is a
distributed autonomous system for on-site name resolution services. It is usually deployed
at the edge of the network. Each name resolution node stores the mapping records of
identifiers and locators in the local area and provides name resolution services of different
service levels. Service levels are defined as differentiated services based on measurements.
In this paper, we use the communication latency between network nodes as a measure of
the service level. LNMRS and GNMRS complement each other to provide multifaceted
name resolution performance guarantees for users with different requirements.
As far as we know, LNMRS introduces multi-level deterministic latencies into NRS for
the first time. LNMRS constructs a hierarchical structure based on the underlying network
topology, it uses a nested tree structure to give a feasible name resolution scheme for
deterministic latency requirements in 5G/B5G scenarios while ensuring scalability, showing
better flexibility, and supporting dynamic post-address binding in mobile scenarios.
The structure of LNMRS is key to providing its efficient service assurance. As shown
in Figure 1, LNMRS constructs the name resolution nodes into a single-level or a multilevel structure according to the service levels corresponding to the scenario requirements.
Among them, name resolution nodes at the same level have the same service level, and
name resolution nodes at different levels have different service levels. The higher levels of
the structure correspond to the higher service levels, which means larger response latency
upper bounds. A name resolution node that can provide a guaranteed name resolution
latency upper bound for a user at a service level is called a serviceable node for this user. At
each service level, a user may have one or more serviceable nodes, but only one of them is
referred to as a master name resolution node, denoted as MN. Each name resolution node
records users who take this node as their MN as the set of users of this node. To provide
deterministic latency resolution services for each user, the LNMRS restricts the MNs of
every user at each level to conform to a nesting relationship. In other words, the user set of
the MN at a particular level must be a subset of the user set of this user’s MN at a higher
level [11]. From the perspective of LNMRS structure management, the nested relationships
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and to share the request load of overloaded nodes, thereby improving the name resolution
success rate.
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posed of these distributed nodes forms a whole that unites to provide some service tobut they can exchange information with other nodes in close proximity to discover the
gether [33]. Distributed nodes do not have the structure information of the whole system,
structure of the local area. Then, they can make better decisions and complete their tasks
but they can exchange information with other nodes in close proximity to discover the
more efficiently, and these nodes nearby are called neighbor nodes.
The discovery and usage of a neighborhood are key concerns for distributed node
cooperation, and researchers have proposed different algorithms. The simplest way to
discover and use neighbors is the flooding algorithm; a width-first search is used in
Gnutella [34], which forwards query requests to all direct adjacency nodes of the current
node. It has a high discovery rate, but the drawback is that it is costly, request messages
grow exponentially with the number of hops, and when the requested target is far, the
message overhead can impose a significant burden. As an improvement, the literature [35]
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proposes the SOADP algorithm, which limits the scope of flooding without reducing the
query success rate and uses the forwarding state information of the nodes to decide whether
to perform the duplication of the discovery message. The DS [36] algorithm is an improved
random walker cooperative search algorithm, where the requesting node sends several
walker messages to the adjacency nodes based on one-hop flooding messages and forwards
a query message based on each node’s neighbor structure index table and node storage
capacity, until that walker message finds its target or reaches the maximum hop limit
and is discarded. In addition to node storage capacity, node processing capacity, network
bandwidth, physical latency, and local network topology information are also references
for optimizing the efficiency of neighbor cooperation in distributed systems [37]. The
literature [38] proposes an overlay network model where nodes in a close physical location
are formed into a group by measuring the communication latency of nodes and establishing
neighbor relationships between nodes in the group for inter-node cooperation. However,
the neighbor relationships are maintained through a central server and the maintenance
overhead increases dramatically when the network size is large. Some other researchers
apply heuristic algorithms to neighbor cooperation. One study, [39], introduced theories
such as particle swarm and self-organizing networks to describe the selection of neighbors
and the process of overlay network evolution; OQF [40] uses a genetic algorithm and
maintains historical statistics of neighbors, such as the average number of successful lookup
hops, and based on this information the best neighbor node was intelligently selected for
message forwarding. Li proposes an improved DBSCAN algorithm in [41] that uses
covering trees to retrieve node neighbors in parallel and uses triangular inequalities to filter
unnecessary distance computation to improve efficient clustering and neighbor cooperation.
Most of the neighbor cooperation methods mentioned above use topology degree or
the direct connection relationship of network nodes to discover and use neighbor nodes.
Many studies take the degree as the indicator to quantify the structure characteristics of
nodes. These methods cannot well reflect the connection between nodes and their indirect
neighbor nodes, and thus they cannot quantify the NRS structure accurately. Therefore, this
paper proposes to use information entropy as a metric, to rationally utilize the connection
relationship and the structure information of an NRS.
3. Model and Theory Fundamental
In the previous section, we introduced some typical NRS architectures and several
neighbor cooperation approaches in distributed systems. In this paper, we focus on LNMRS,
which has the novel characteristic of deterministic latency name resolution and can meet
the capability requirements of NRS under 5G/B5G scenarios. Considering that the current
LNMRS cannot fully exploit the advantages of local NRS, we will design a neighbor structure approach of name resolution nodes based on LNMRS, including the discovery, usage,
and maintenance of nodes’ neighbor relationship, expecting that higher name resolution
success rates can be achieved while preserving the deterministic latency characteristics.
Before presenting our proposed approach in the next section, the related knowledge is
presented in this section. We first model the LNMRS architecture, describe its structural
characteristics, and then introduce the concepts related to adjacency information entropy,
used in our proposed method. For brevity of presentation, Table 1 summarizes the meanings
of the symbolic identifiers used in this paper.
3.1. Local Name Mapping and Resolution System
We use an undirected graph, G (V, E, W ), to model the structure of LNMRS.
V = {v1 , v2 . . . , v N } is the set of nodes in the physical network, representing the network
entities with the potential to place name resolution servers. N = |V | is the total number of
network entities. E is the set of edges, and eij ∈ E means that vi and v j can communicate
with each other without going through any other nodes in V. W is the weight set of E, and
wij ∈ W is the transmission latency between vi and vj . We used a matrix, D, to denote
the distances for all pairs of nodes in V, where d vi , v j ∈ D represents the shortest path
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latency between vi and v j . The set of users in the network is denoted as U = {u1 , u2 , . . .}.
In our model, users are each connected to the network through one of the nodes in G, which
can be a router, a base station, etc.; the access node of user u is denoted as AN (u), and the
transmission latency between them is denoted as AL(u). T = {t1 , t2 . . . , t L } is a set that
consists of the upper bounds of each layer’s constraint latencies, and L = | T | is the number
of scenarios with different latency requirements. For all 0 ≤ l1 < l2 ≤ L, tl1 < tl2 holds,
which means that the name resolution service provided by a higher-level MN has a higher
latency upper bound. T is usually determined by application scenarios in the network.
Table 1. Summary of notation.
Notation

Description

V
N
E
W
D
eij
 wij 
d vi , v j

the set of nodes that have the potential to place name resolution server
the total count of nodes in V
the set of links directly connect between nodes
the set of weights of edges
an N × N matrix, the shortest path latencies between every pair of nodes in V
the link between node vi and node v j
the weight between node vi and node v j
the network latency between node vi and node v j

T
L
U
Ml
MNil

the set of upper bounds of name resolution latencies at each level
the number of name resolution service levels
the set of users in the network
the count of master name resolution node in level l
the i-th master name resolution node in level l

Based on this model, we can accurately describe the structure using exact formulas.
At a layer with latency upper bound of tl , we assume that G is divided into several name
resolution regions. The nodes and the edges n
in each
can form a subgraph
 region 
o of G, the
set of these subgraphs is donated as Gs =

Gil Vil , Eil , Wil

i = 1, 2, . . . , Ml

and MNil

represents the MN corresponding to Gil . The user set of MNil is donated as Uil . In summary,
the structural characteristics of LNMRS can be formulated as follows:
Ml

∪ Vil = V, ∀l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}
n
o
Vil ∩ Vjl = ∅, ∀ i, j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , Ml , i 6= j, l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}
i =1

Vil1 ⊆ Vjl2 , i f ∃v ∈ Vil1 and v ∈ Vjl2 ,
o
n
o
i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , Ml1 , j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , Ml2 , 0 ≤ l1 < l2 ≤ L


n
o
d v, MNil < tl , ∀v ∈ Vil , i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , Ml , ∀ tl ∈ T


n
o
d AN (u), MNil + AL(u) < tl , ∀u ∈ Uil , i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , Ml , ∀ tl ∈ T
n

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Equation (1) means that all the nodes are divided into a subgraph at each level. The
constraint of Equation (2) ensures that there is no overlap between name resolution regions
in the same level, so the tree structure can be formed. Nested relationships between name
resolution regions from different levels are indicated in Expression (3). In Expression (4),
the upper bounds of name resolution response latencies at each level are guaranteed.
Expression (5) ensures that users can obtain deterministic name resolution latency from
its MN.
3.2. Adjacency Information Entropy
Information entropy was proposed by Shannon in 1948 [42]. The advantage of information entropy is that it can characterize the degree of a system disorder embodied in
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the sample space from the uncertainty of the system sample points, using probabilistic
and statistical methods, and quantify the local structure of the network nodes and the
neighborhood information well. In recent years, information entropy has been widely used
in complex systems and complexity theory, and it has become an effective method to solve
problems in complex networks, especially in identifying key nodes and quantifying node
adjacency structures [43–46]. The approach proposed in this paper is based on information
entropy and involves the following definition of concepts:
Definition 1. Neighbor node.
Neighbor nodes refer to the nodes that are directly adjacency to a node in the network
topology, neighbor node set of node vi is defined as Equation (6):

Γi = v j eij ∈ E, v j ∈ V
(6)
Definition 2. Adjacency degree.
Several researchers use the degree of a node as an important indicator to quantify its
structural characteristics. However, the degree of a node can only reflect the connection
of a node with its direct neighbors, and cannot reflect well the connection of a node with
other indirect neighbor nodes. In order to more accurately reflect the local structural
characteristics of a node, the adjacency degree is proposed. The adjacency of node vi is
defined as Equation (7):
Qi = ∑ k j
(7)
j∈ Γi

where k j denotes the degree value of node v j .
Definition 3. Neighbor probability function.
The neighbor probability function describes the probability that each node will be
selected among its neighbor nodes for operations such as communication. The neighbor
probability function of the node vi is defined as Equation (8):
pij =

kj
, j ∈ Γi
Qi

(8)

where the adjacency degree here cannot equal to zero—otherwise, the relative pij is meaningless.
Definition 4. Adjacency information entropy.
In the literature [45], the neighbor probability function is considered to describe the
influence of neighbor nodes of different nodes on themselves based on the traditional information entropy, thus proposing the adjacency information entropy, defined as Equation (9):

Hi = − ∑ pij log2 pij
(9)
j∈ Γi

Adjacency information entropy mainly reflects the magnitude of a node’s influence on
its direct and indirect neighbor nodes. A higher adjacency information entropy of a node
indicates that this node has a higher probability of being selected by the node’ neighbors for
communication or cooperation compared with other indirect neighbor nodes. This means
that this node’s position in the network is more critical, and the probability that this node
contains a large amount of information is higher. Adjacency information entropy takes into
account the node’s properties as well as the impact it has on its neighbors, and it has a low
computational overhead since only the local properties of the node are utilized. Guo et al.
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also used the adjacency information entropy as a metric for identifying vital nodes in the
network and showed good performances [46].
Based on the above reasons, we believe that the adjacency information entropy has a
good fit with the scenario of name resolution neighbor cooperation in this paper. It can help
us discover the latency neighbors in complex networks efficiently and can preferentially
select nodes with critical location as well as high information content to improve the success
rate of name resolution services.
4. Proposed Approach
4.1. Overview of ACNR
In this section, we describe the proposed ACNR approach, which is an enhancement
of the functionality of deterministic latency name resolution in LNMRS. The general
adjacency information entropy focuses on the connectivity characteristics of the network
itself, without considering the latency between neighbor nodes. To exploit the neighbor
relationship of LNMRS and to satisfy the need for deterministic latency neighbors, ACNR
uses the concept of latency neighbor cooperation to adapt adjacency information entropy.
Definition 5. Latency neighbor.
The neighbor is a concept often involved in distributed systems to achieve functions
such as route forwarding and cooperative processing by building connections between
neighbor nodes. Latency neighbor is a structural relationship between name resolution
nodes used in this paper and the latency neighbor of a name resolution node, MNil , is
defined as follows:

 n


o
LΓ MNil = MNjl d MNil , MNjl < tl − t∆ , v j ∈ V, l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}, tl ∈ T
(10)
where t∆ represents the latency of a name resolution node processing a name resolution
request on it. From Equation (10), latency neighbors are specifically the set of other name
resolution nodes that have the same service latency level as MNil , and the communication
latency with that node is less than the upper bound specified by that level minus the
processing time.
Based on the concept of latency neighbor, a distributed discovery method is designed,
which makes full use of the structural relationship of the resolution domain division in LNMRS to initialization. Based on adjacency information entropy, we give the measure of the
importance of the latency neighbor and then perform periodic discovery and maintenance
of latency neighbors based on the neighbor transitivity characteristic [47]. The usage of latency neighbor is designed. The name resolution nodes will also perform cooperative name
resolution based on this metric when providing services to users. Finally, the handling of
the exit of the name resolution nodes is also presented. The proposed approach utilizes
latency neighbor to fully exploit the service capacity of a larger range of name resolution
nodes and to balance the request load, thus improving the overall name resolution success
rate of the system.
4.2. Latency Neighbor Discovery
To perform cooperative name resolution, each name resolution node must first discover its latency neighbors accurately. Since the centralized management structure of the
distributed system has limitations in scalability, the nested tree structure in LNMRS is
constructed through the autonomy of nodes, and ACNR uses the same distributed conception for the discovery of latency neighbors. At each name resolution node, the node
is responsible for providing services such as name mapping registration, resolution, and
deregistration. In addition, each node also maintains a structure management module
that has the functionality to perform latency measurements and structure construction
algorithms. The discovery function of latency neighbor is also carried through this structure
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management module, where latency neighbors are maintained in the form of a list. After
each name resolution node completes the construction of the main structure of the nested
tree, it will perform the following initialization process and discovery process in order.
4.2.1. Initialization Process
When a name resolution node is first started, there is not much information about other
name resolution nodes, so it is necessary to initialize its latency neighbors. An important
feature that distinguishes LNMRS from other NRS architecture is that the latency constraint
of the nested tree structure of LNMRS guarantees a deterministic latency upper bound. We
notice that after the process of dividing the resolution domain, name resolution nodes in
the same resolution domain already imply a certain degree of proximity property in terms
of latency. We take full advantage of this property by relying on the nested tree structure of
the system for initialization: each name resolution node obtains its list of latency neighbors
from its parent node in the LNMRS nested tree structure, and then communicates to the
parent node and all nodes in this list to obtain their children to join the set of latency
neighbor candidates, which has the same name resolution service level as the current name
resolution node. The current name resolution node measures the latency of each node in
the latency neighbor candidate set, adds the nodes satisfying Equation (10) to the latency
neighbor list, and records the corresponding communication latency values.
This latency neighbor discovery algorithm is a distributed operation. If the parent
node of a name resolution node has not yet completed its discovery of latency neighbors,
the current name resolution node needs to retry the communication after waiting. In
addition, if a name resolution node performing the initialization process is located at the
highest level of the LNMRS nested tree, the node is a root node, and the node needs to
query the other root nodes in the system through a root index server. In LNMRS, the root
index server only provides a query service to provide information about the root nodes,
including—but not limited to—the node identifier and network address. However, to avoid
overloading, the root index server is not responsible for complex topology computation
and an indication of latency neighbor structure. The above algorithm is described in detail
in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Initialization Process.
Input: MNil , T = {t1 , t2 . . . t L } m
Output: neighbors
1: initialization: neighbors ← null
2: if l == L then
3:
roots ← query roots from the root index server
4:
for r in roots
 do
5:

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

if d MNil , c) < t L then

add r to neighbors
else
candidates ← MNil .siblings
for mn in MNil .parent.neighbors do
add mn.children with a number up to m to candidates
for c in candidates
 do
if d MNiL , c < t L then
add c to neighbors
return neighbors

4.2.2. Discovery Process
Neighbor relationships in distributed systems tend to be transitive, i.e., if MNA is a
neighbor of MNB and MNB is a neighbor of MNC , then there is a high probability that
MNA is also a neighbor of MNC . This characteristic is more significant when the network
nodes are densely distributed. ACNR also exploits this characteristic for latency neighbor
discovery. For more efficient discovery, we found that the practical significance of adjacency
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information entropy to discover important nodes through comprehensive consideration of
direct and indirect neighbors was relatively consistent with the scene of latency neighbor
discovery in LNMRS. Forwarding discovery messages to nodes with higher adjacency
information entropy is beneficial to discover more latency neighbors, so ACNR adapts the
concept related to the adjacency information entropy based on transmission latency. For a
name resolution node MNil , the importance of latency neighbor (ILN) can be represented
as Equations (11)–(13):


Qi =

∑

LΓ MNjl

(11)

j∈ LΓ ( MNil )

pij =



LΓ MNjl

Qi


ILN MNil = −



, j ∈ LΓ MNil

∑

pij log2 pij

(12)
(13)

j∈ LΓ ( MNil )

The above equations show that the importance of a node is not only related to itself
but also the importance of its neighbor nodes, and the ILN can quantitatively represent the
importance of a node in the network. With this metric, the neighbor discovery message can
be forwarded to the node with higher influence, and the limitation of considering the node’s
low degree but neglecting its high influence neighbors in some degree-greedy methods
will not exist. After initialization, each name resolution node communicates with the nodes
in its latency neighbor list periodically and obtains others’ latency neighbor lists to join
its latency neighbor candidate set. The nodes in this set have the same name resolution
service level as the current name resolution node. The current name resolution node also
measures the latency of each node in the latency neighbor candidate set, and then adds the
nodes satisfying Equation (10) to its latency neighbor set. With the periodic execution of
this process, latency neighbor information will also continuously spread among nodes. In
this paper, variable n is used to represent the execution rounds of the neighbor discovery
process, and this variable also reflects the maximum hops of latency neighbor information
spread among nodes. The specific algorithm is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Discovery Process.
Input: MNil , T = {t1 , t2 . . . t L } m
Output: neighbors
1:
initialization: neighbors← MNiL . neighbors
2:
candidates ← null
3:
for mn in neighbors do
4:
calculate ILN of mn.neighbors by formula (13)
5:
sort mn.neighbors with ILN in descending order
6:
add the first m mn.neighbors to candidates
7:
for c in candidates

 do
8:

9:
10:

if d MNil , c) < t L then

add c to neighbors
return neighbors

4.3. Neighbor Cooperative Name Resolution
Through the aforementioned latency neighbor discovery method, each name resolution node can maintain several latency neighbors with cooperative name resolution
capabilities. The ACNR approach also uses ILN as the basic metric for selecting the latency
neighbor nodes for cooperative name resolution when receiving a name resolution request.
The choice of cooperation neighbor using ILN is also reasonable because the larger the value
of ILN means that the node is more important, indicating that the value of the information
implied by the node is relatively higher, which means that the username’s name resolution request has a higher probability to be successfully responded at this name resolution
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node. The specific algorithm of cooperative name resolution is as follows: when a name
resolution node receives a name resolution request from a user, if this node is overloaded
or if the locator mapped by the identifier is not stored at local storage, it first calculates the
remaining response time based on the timestamp carried by the request, then filters out
the name resolution nodes from its latency neighbors whose communication latency are
less than the remaining response time. Then, it selects several name resolution nodes from
which the ILN is maximum to forward this name resolution request. The earliest successful
resolution response will be returned to the user as the final name resolution result, thus
completing the cooperative process of this name resolution request. The specific algorithm
is described in Algorithm 3.
4.4. Latency Neighbor Maintenance
In addition to the latency neighbor discovery and cooperative name resolution methods described above, the dynamic structure maintenance mechanism in the ACNR approach is also designed to cope with the dynamics caused by changes in network topology
and network latency. Throughout the lifetime of each name resolution node, it needs to
perform latency measurements and heartbeat detection with its latency neighbor nodes
periodically. When a name resolution node finds that a latency neighbor failed to respond
or the communication latency between them is no longer satisfying the constraints in the
definition of latency neighbor, it needs to remove that name resolution node from its latency
neighbor list. When the latency neighbor list of a name resolution node becomes empty,
the discovery process of latency neighbors needs to be re-executed. The maintenance
mechanism here ensures the validity of the latency neighbors and makes ACNR work
better in the NRS. The dynamic maintenance mechanism of the tree structure is not the
focus of this paper and will not be discussed here.
Algorithm 3: Cooperative Resolution.
Input: HNil , T = {t1 , t2 . . . t L } k, Request
Output: Response
1:
initialization: locators ← HNiL . neighbors
2:
if HNiL . currentLoad < MNiL . LoadLimit then
3:
locators ← local name resolution by MNiL
4:
if locators is empty then
5:
validNeighbors ← null
6:
for mn in MNiL . neighbors
do


7:
if d MNiL , mn < tl − d MNiL , Requestsource then
8:
add mn to validNeighbors
9:
sort validNeighbors with ILN in descending order
10:
for mn in the first k validNeighbors do
11:
send a cooperative name
 resolution requestto mn
12:

13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

while waitTime < tl − d MNil , Request.source do

resp ← cooperative name resolution response from MNil . neighbors
if resp.locators is not empty then
Response.locators ← resp.locators
break
return Response

5. Evaluation and Discussion
In this chapter, we conducted extensive simulation experiments on the discovery and
cooperative name resolution process of latency neighbors in NRS. Compared with several
other approaches, we evaluated the performance of the proposed ACNR approach in terms
of recall rate and packet cost of latency neighbors, name resolution success rate, and name
resolution load distribution among name resolution nodes.
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5.1. Experimental Setup
To evaluate our approach, we performed the implementation of the ACNR approach
and several comparison algorithms based on Simpy [48]. Simpy is an efficient and powerful
discrete event simulator that allows researchers to easily test customized algorithms and
strategies. We generated random topologies following the Barabasi–Albert scale-free
model [49]. It is a typical power law degree-distributed network that is widely used to
simulate real-world network topologies. According to [50], the current end-to-end latency
of the internet is in the order of 10 milliseconds, and we randomly set the latency of each
edge from 2 ms to 10 ms. Considering the different requirements of latency for the main
application scenarios in 5G/B5G, we choose T = {10 ms, 25 ms, 50 ms} as upper bounds
for the one-way transmission latency [51].
We distribute 104 contents evenly across network nodes in the network and set up
5 × 104 name resolution requests as workloads for the experiment. These workloads are
initiated by the network nodes in a stable distribution, where the content of the requests
follows a Zipf [52] distribution with parameter λ = 0.9, and the request event happens
following a Poisson distribution, with a default rate of 1000 requests per second. We assume
that the network is responsible for route forwarding with cache-supporting ICN routers,
each ICN router sets the same size of cache space and enforces a cache replacement policy
of least recently used (LRU) [53]. To address the cold-start problems of network states, such
as caching and NRS registration, we treat 104 requests of the workload as warm-up traffic
and do not record these request events; the remaining 104 requests are recorded to obtain
statistics for analyzing neighbor cooperative name resolution. The basic parameters of our
experiments are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Simulation configuration.
Parameter

Describe

Service level number
Latency upper bounds
Content number
Request number
Request distribute
Request rate
Content request distribution
Network topology
Network scale

3
10 ms, 25 ms, 50 ms
104
4
5 × 10 (104 warm-ups)
Poisson
1000 req/s
Zipf with lambda = 0.9
Barabasi–Albert scale-free model
100–1500
m = 4 in the proposed strategy and
m = 6 in other strategies
ke[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], default 4

Neighbor discovery branch number
Selected latency neighbor number

The experimental environment was created and run in Python 3.8 on a computer
with an Intel Core (TM) i7-9750H CPU and 16 GB RAM. In each round of simulated
experiments, the methods used for comparison applied the same topology and the same
LNMRS structure, as well as the same random number generator seed. Additionally, the
workload is set at the same to ensure fairness of the comparison. For each set of experiments,
we ran 20 times independently and analyzed the results.
5.2. Latency Neighbor Discovery
As the size of the network increases, the communication message overhead caused
by the discovery of latency neighbor will be non-negligible traffic. How the name resolution nodes can discover as many nodes that can be their latency neighbors with as little
communication overhead as possible is a key indicator of how good the latency neighbor
discovery algorithm is. We replicate several existing algorithms or ideas and apply them
to the problem of latency neighbor discovery in LNMRS. The comparative algorithms are
as follows:
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•

•

•

•

Global Measurement (GM) [54]: This algorithm uses a centralized server to index
all name resolution nodes, and a name resolution node can perform latency measurements on all other name resolution nodes to comprehensively discover all name
resolution nodes that are eligible to be latency neighbors. In our experiments, the
latency neighbors of each name resolution node given by the GM algorithm are used
as a comparison benchmark for other algorithms.
Promoted Flooding (PF) [35]: The flooding approach is typical in distributed systems
where each name resolution node sends latency neighbor discovery messages with
hop limits to other network nodes connected in the network, and these messages are
diffused recursively. When a name resolution node receives this message, it responds
to the message and then the node that initiated the discovery determines the neighbor
relationship between the two according to latency measurement. Here, we use a
promoted flooding approach where the network node discards duplicate latency
neighbor discovery messages received.
Random Walker (RW) [36]: This algorithm generates m search messages at each name
resolution node, and each searches message randomly selects m neighbor nodes per
step for latency neighbor discovery message forwarding, which achieves message
spreading while attenuating the flood range of messages in the network.
Latency Greedy (LG) [55]: This algorithm is similar to the RW algorithm, but chooses
m neighbor nodes with the shortest latency at each step for search message forwarding.

The parameter m used in the ACNR strategy is set as 4, and the parameter m used in
the RW and the LG strategies are set as 6. These parameter values were fine-tuned through
multiple rounds of testing different strategies under our experimental setup, based on the
balance of experimental results and overhead, etc.
5.2.1. Recall Ratio
To measure the performance of different latency neighborhood discovery algorithms,
the average recall ratio is used as an evaluation criterion. The recall ratio of latency neighbor
represents the ratio of available latency neighbors of a name resolution node obtained by
a discovery algorithm to the number of truly all latency neighbors of that node in the
network. Let the set of all name resolution nodes in an NRS be S MN , and for one of the
MN, the latency neighbors obtained by an algorithm are denoted as the set LΓ0 ( MN ), the
set of its true full latency neighbors is denoted as LΓ( MN ), then the overall average latency
neighbor recall ratio is defined in Equation (14):
Averagerecall =

1

|S MN |

∑

MN ∈S MN

| LΓ 0 ( MN ) ∩ LΓ ( MN )|
| LΓ ( MN )|

(14)

As shown in Figure 2, we used different algorithms to discover latency neighbors
for the nodes and computed their respective average latency neighbor recall ratios. The
experiments first use the GM algorithm to compute all the latency neighbors for each
name resolution node, using this latency neighbor set of each name resolution node as a
benchmark, so the average latency neighbor recall of the GM algorithm is always 100%.
Figure 2a shows the experimental results of the latency neighbor recall ratio of each
algorithm for different neighbor finding rounds at a network size of 1500. It can be seen
that the latency neighbor recall ratio of each algorithm increases as the number of neighbor
discovery rounds increases, and the degree of improvement becomes less pronounced when
the number of rounds increases to a certain level, indicating that there is marginal utility
in the number of neighbor discovery rounds. The PF algorithm, due to sending discovery
requests for neighbors at each network node to all directly connected nodes, finds the
latency neighbors most complete when the number of neighbor discovery rounds is large
enough. The RW algorithm has blindness in finding latency neighbors and has the worst
performance. The LG algorithm chooses the nearest node to forward the latency neighbor
discovery message, which is thought to increase the neighbor discovery probability, and
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the results show that it can be useful compared with RW. However, it is not comprehensive
to judge the local structure information only based on the node’s degree. Greedy methods
often limit the discovery information to local parts and fail to spread the neighbor discovery
information through a key node with a low degree in the structure. Unlike the other
ACNR achieves a high recall rate with fewer neighbor discovery rounds
and
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consistently achieves better performance, which is attributed to the initialization work
performed by taking full advantage of the latency constraint structure of LNMRS itself.
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It can be seen that in the higher levels, the resolution domain ranges are larger, the average
distances between MNs are relatively farther, latency neighbor discovery becomes difficult,
and more discovery rounds are required for each algorithm to achieve a stable latency
neighbor recall ratio. In comparison, ACNR is more obvious at higher levels in terms of the
advantage of discovery effectiveness.
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5.3. Neighbor Cooperative Name Resolution
After obtaining the latency neighbors, a name resolution node has the ability to use
these latency neighbors for cooperative name resolution. The usage strategy is closely related to the overall service capability of the NRS. We replicate several existing algorithms or
ideas and apply them to the strategy of using latency neighbor to find the best performance
strategy. The comparative algorithms are as follows:

•

•

•

•

Local Resolution (LR) [24]: This strategy does not use latency neighbors for cooperative name resolution, and each name resolution node only resolves the user’s name
resolution request locally.
All Neighbor (AN): In this strategy, to maximize the range of name resolution requests
and thus increase the success rate of name resolution, each name resolution node
forwards a name resolution request to all latency neighbors when it does not resolve
the requested name mapped address locally.
Degree Priority (DP): This strategy considers the node with a larger degree and
sends the request to the latency neighbors with the k largest degrees when selecting
cooperative latency neighbors, and it is a basic baseline strategy.
Random Neighbor (RN): This strategy randomly selects k latency neighbors for forwarding during cooperative name resolution and is the easiest method to implement.

The parameter k used in the DP, the RN, and the ACNR strategies is default, set as 4,
and Section 5.3.3 further describes the tuning for this parameter.
5.3.1. Name Resolution Success Rate
To measure the performance of different latency neighbor cooperative name resolution
strategies, the average name resolution success rate is used as an evaluation criterion. The
overall name resolution success rate is one of the core metrics of an NRS. It represents
the ratio of the number of name resolution requests successfully resolved in an NRS
over a period of time to the total number of name resolution requests received by the
system directly from users. The successfully resolved means that a name resolution node
successfully queries the name mapping corresponding to a name resolution request, either
locally or through latency neighbor successfully responds to the user. Denote the set of all
name resolution requests received by the NRS in a period as SReq , then the name resolution
success rate is defined as in Equation (15):
Ratesuccess =

∑r∈SReq I (r )
SReq

(15)

where I(r) is an indicator function that indicates whether the name resolution request, r,
was successfully responded to, as shown in Equation (16):
I (r ) =

name resolution successful,
{ 1,0, ifif name
resolution falied

(16)

As shown in Figure 5, we initiate name resolution requests to NRS at different user
request rates and count the name resolution success rates of different latency neighbor
cooperative name resolution strategies. First, it can be seen that the resolution success
rate of the LR strategy, which only resolves the user’s name resolution request locally, is
consistently the worst. Thus, using latency neighbors for cooperative resolution is effective
in improving the success rate, and it illustrates the necessity of the maintenance of the
neighbor structure.
Next, we focus on the four strategies that use latency neighbors. When the request
rate of name resolution is low, the AN strategy has the highest success rate, ACNR and
DP have the next highest success rate, while the RN strategy has the lowest success rate
among the strategies using cooperative name resolution. This is because when the request
rate is low, the AN strategy forwards resolution requests to all neighbors to effectively
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To measure the performance of different latency neighbor cooperative name resolution strategies, the average name resolution success rate is used as an evaluation criterion.
The overall name resolution success rate is one of the core metrics of an NRS. It represents
the ratio of the number of name resolution requests successfully resolved in an NRS over
a period of time to the total number of name resolution requests received by the system
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name resolution requests and cooperative name
name resolution node increases, and some hot name resolution nodes will gradually
where I(r) is an indicator function that indicates whether the name resolution request, r,
become overloaded due to the limitation of the nodes’ computation, storage, or bandwidth
was successfully responded to, as shown in Equation (16):
resources, and cannot complete the higher concurrent volume of name resolution requests.
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of the LR strategy, which only resolves the user’s name resolution request locally, is conreaches a certain value, RN becomes the strategy with the highest success rate. Finally, we
sistently the worst. Thus, using latency neighbors for cooperative resolution is effective in
can see that ACNR has the most stable name resolution success rate regardless of the request
improving the success rate, and it illustrates the necessity of the maintenance of the neighrate variation, and it generally outperforms the DP strategy which only considers the node
bor structure.
degree. The effectiveness of the ACNR method proposed in this paper is demonstrated.
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Due to the relatively small number of high-level name resolution nodes and their
latency neighbors, the variability across policies is not obvious, so we choose the bottom
level to explore the request load characteristics. Figure 6a shows the total number of
name resolution requests received by the NRS from users’ name resolution requests and
cooperative name resolution requests from other nodes under each strategy. It can be seen
that the total number of name resolution requests increases as the user request rate increases
for each strategy. The reason is that the increasing number of parsing nodes that reach
full load, and some name resolution requests that could have been processed locally are
forwarded by these nodes to latency neighbors. Among them, the AN strategy imposes the
largest additional load, while several other strategies are closer. Figure 6b also shows the
standard deviation of a load of each name resolution node in the NRS under each strategy.
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The AN strategy exacerbates the impact caused by the scale-free characteristic in terms of
load and has the worst balance. The RN strategy has the best balance among the strategies
that use latency neighbor cooperative name resolution. ACNR and DP are in between, with
LNCR being relatively more advantageous. ACNR uses ILN to better quantify the structure
of latency neighbors, reflecting a balance that is likely to be the reason for the superiority of
the name resolution success rate over the DP strategy. It can be noticed that the LR strategy
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which does not use latency neighbors to cooperate has the best balance. The reason is that
in scale-free networks, the distribution of the latency neighbors is affected by the power
law property, so the strategies using latency neighbors have some negative impact in terms
of load balancing more or less.
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